In the work the strain localization in metals is analysed in terms of a spatial organization of slips in crystals. The onset of the localization is related to the destabilization of the metal substructure, which gives rise to a long distance, transsubstructural coarse slip. Following the Cottrell and Stokes, and Basinski and Jackson experiments thermally assisted and athermal mechanisms of the substructure destabilization are considered. The results of the analysis are confronted with experimental observations of the organization of slips in fee single and polycrystalline metals.
INTRODUCTION
At the very beginning of the analysis of physical aspects of strain localization in metals it is important to expose the most fundamental experimental observation, which concerns the nature of plastic deformation. In general, a plastic straining of metallic materials proceeds by slip in the crystalographically determined slip systems. In order to find a contribution of a shear deformation γ (simple shear) in a particular system (or a set of slip systems) in the overall deformation (tensor) it is enough to determine geometrically the system(s) -vectors: b^ and η^ and the value(s) of shear γ. In a microstructural scale the slip is a physical act which comprises generation and movement of the same dislocations on the common slip plane.The extent of this movement ( area slept or a mean free path of dislocation glide -λ) and a number of generated dislocations are intrinsic features of an individual act of slip. An individual act of slip leads, finally, to accumulation of dislocations in crystals, giving rise to formation of the substructure (dislocation network).
The distribution of acts of slip within a crystal (grain) is, therefore, a controlling feature of homogeneity of deformation and evolution of a metal substructure.
In terms of these elementary facts localization of plastic strains can be considered through a mechanisms of "organization" of acts of slip in a crystal. Accepting such an approach one may distinguish a priori internal (structural) and, say, external (e.g. constraints, geometrical defects) factors of the slip organization. The following analysis concentrates upon the microstructural aspect of strain localization simply because in the most often case just the structure instability appears a motive of slip organization, and secondly because of the obvious feedback between those two classes of factors. Specifically the attention is paid to the role of the "free path" of dislocation and variation of this parameter in the course of straining
The difference in the yielding performance of the same Cu-Al single crystals during the tensile deformation in two orientations of the tensile axis, (Fig.l a,b (1,2) ) points to the importance of this parameter. In, so called easy orientation, there is not an obstacle network which could limit a free path of dislocations because they are generated in only one slip system. Hence, the slip distance is very large, especially in concentrated alloy (dislocations are confined to the primary slip plane). This, via "external factors" leads to organization of slips into a macroscopic Luders front (Fig. la) . A concomitant operation of two slip systems in the symmetrical orientation <112> (Fig.lb) creates instantly an obstacle network for both systems. This eliminates a chance for the organization of slip in a macroscopic scale and no Luders front is f ormed. Figure 1 shows, however, that a macroscopic localization may occur at large monotonic deformation (marked as Luders type deformation) (1, 2) .It is again characteristic of highly concentrated slip (coarse slip), penetrating entire cross section of the crystal along the slip plane. This is another indication that macroscopic localization of strains takes the origin from a long distance glide of dislocations, which at a large deformation occurs in the scale much larger than the mesh length of an obstacles network.
The slip in a system assumes then a transsubstructural form. Therefore, the mechanical stability of a metal substructure is a key problem of the strain localization. This problem will be discussed from the point of two fundamental experiments done by Cottrell and Stokes (3) and by Jackson and Basinski (4) on single crystals.
DESTABILIZATION OF THE METAL SUBSTRUCTURE BY THERMALLY ASSISTED PROCESSES
The mechanical instability of a metal substructure maybe analyzed from the point of view of a stability of a very local element of a metal substructure (e.g. shearing-off acoherent second phase particle, annihilation of a segment of dislocation wall , unlocking of a strong barrier) as well as from the point of the thermodynamic argument of a minimum energy of the arrangement of dislocations in the crystal lattice. The experiments show that both approaches are justified.
Cottrell and Stokes (3) have shown that the substructure of dislocations built during deformation of a single crystal of Aluminum may be easily destabilized by an increase of the temperature of deformation. For example the change of the temperature of straining of crystals oriented in favor of the easy glide from 78° to 300°K causes that the plastic yielding at higher temperature comances at lower stress but shows mechanical instability (transient). Deformation is then localized at a front ( Luders like ) which propagates along the crystal. The structure of the front consists of bands of coarse slip. Global strain hardening rate during the transient is negative or zero. An important observation is, that the instability and localization are larger if larger is the def ormation at lower temperature, but , what seems to be even more important, the effects occur provided that temperature is changed not "until the stress-strain curve becomes concave to the strain axis" (3). A similar experiment was performed by Szczerba on single crystals of copper (5) . He proved (Fig.2 ) that also in copper, which has a longer stage of the "linear hardening" than aluminum, the substructure was mechanically unstable from the onset of the parabolization of the stress -strain curve.
Fiig. 2 The tensile curve of the single crystal of copper at 78°K and the mechanical response of crystal to the increase of the temperature to 300 Κ at different 1-6 stages of deformation (5).
The role played by the temperature suggests that the solution to this instability should be sought in a dislocation -dislocation interaction. To a similar conclusion lead the observations of the "overshoot instability" (6-8) and instability of the plastic flow in <112> oriented fee crystals of alloys in tension (2 (Fig.lb) , and the phenomenon is thermally controlled (1, 2) .
Following the Cottrell and Stokes suggestion, according to which break down of the obstacles network (responsible for along distance glide) was prescribed to a destruction of the Lomer-Cottrell locks, two possible interactions between dislocations may be considered. The first is more adequate to a high stacking fault energy fee metals (copper) and explains the mechanism of unlocking of the Lomer lock. The idea, schematically shown in Fig.3 , is aimed to solve a long lasting dilemma about the physical nature (mechanisms) of the processes which lead to "parabolization" of stress-strain curve, and to clarify the role of the cross slip. In the proposed model (Fig.3 ), in agreement with the crystallography of slip, the immobile Lomer lock CB along AB forms in result of interaction between the primary B4 and conjugate CI system dislocations (Burgers vectors respectively CA and AB according to the Thompson tetrahedral notation used in Fig.3a,) The cross-slip manoeuvre, relaxing a pile-up stress of arrested by the lock dislocations is possible only f or the screw segments of dislocations oriented along CA and AB in the Fig. 3b . Attractive interaction between these segments leads to formation of CB dislocation, mobile on the cross plane. Resulting configuration (Fig.3d) assumes the form of the obtuse dipole (Fig.3d) . Annihilation of the dipole by thermally and stress assisted climb, means unlocking of the Lomer lock and freeding of the piled there dislocations. This gives rise to the coarse slip in unlocked plane(s).
Observations of the topography of the lateral f aces of the single crystal of copper (Nomarski contrast) (Fig. 4a ) and the dislocation substructure (TEM) of the single crystal of copper deformed in tension (in the symmetrical <113> orientation ) just behind the onset of parabolization of the stress-strain curve (10) may be understood only in terms of the proposed mechanism. A long, coarse slip (Fig. 4a ) observed in a cell -structure, built of dense dislocation walls (Fig.4b ) seems to meet a reasonable explanation in the proposed model. Hence, the model rationalizes also the role of the cross slip. At the very low Peierles-Nabarro force (copper) the cross slip manoeuver is entirely controlled by the line tension of dislocation. As such it has an athermal nature. This makes interpretation of the "parabolization" of stress-strain curve in terms of the cross slip difficult. The dependence of the onset of the stage three from temperature, and the activation enthalpy of the controlling process (of the order of self diffusion (11)) apprears, however, a very cosistent with the model. Also the "first" instability observed in concentrated alloys in <112> oriented crystals in tension (Fig. lb) , for the discussed above reasons, can not be expained otherwise . In this orientation the driving force for the cross slip comes, basically, only from the attractive interaction between dislocations, (in easy orientation shear stress in cross plane may arise form the external constraints, namely from the necessity to accommodate the forbidden deformation in grips). This makes a correlation of the stress at the onset of the third stage with cross slip irrational. Among possible interactions between dislocations, the one which takes into account the fact of an increased activity of slip on the critical plane (12, 13) , and seems to give a coherent explanation to the "overshoot" instability in crystals oriented for "easy glide" (e.g in the case of <145> position of the tensile axis), as well as to the second large strain instability in <112> oriented crystals is shown schematically in Fig. 5 a-d (15) The mechanisms resolves itself to unlocking of the Lomer-Cottrell lock:
Cß -βγ -yB, in result of of the cross slip manoeuvre of the critical slip system dislocation DC to the primary plane β and the reaction with two partials: Cß and γβ of the lock. In result the sessile barrier is replaced by glissile Dy dislocation in the y-plane.
The reaction might replace as well the Lomer-lock by glissile DB on the y-plane. The solution in terms of partial dislocations seems, however more appropriate for a low stacking fault energy alloys, where the "overshoot" instability is followed by twinning in the conjugate slip plane γ (8, 16) and the proposed mechanisms offers a consistent explanation (15) .
ATHERMAL MECHANISM OF THE SUBSTRUCTURE DESTABILIZATION
One must consider, also, the other mechanism of the structure destabilization. It does not need to involve any of the local softening processes (like considered here mechanisms or else, proposed by Wessels and Nabarro, formation of permanent constraints on split forest dislocations (16) ).The Jacson and Basinski experiment on the latent hardening clearly points to such a mechanism.
They have shown, that the plastic yielding in secondary samples taken from the parent crystal, after it has undergone some plastic deformation, was unstable if the secondary deformation employed a different slip system than that during primary straining. Observed then coarse slips in the secondary system were organized into a Luders like front. The important observation which comes from this experiment is that the instability of the plastic yielding occurs only when a secondary slip system was non-coplanar with the primary one. This fact provides the basis for an analysis of the structure instability in terms of a global parameter, e.g. from the point of view of the energy of arrangements of dislocations Assuming, in tact with observations (17) , that the dislocations accumulated in the primary slip system form low energy dipolar wall along the slip plane (or in a near position), a homogeneous slip in a secondary slip system may cause the effects schematically shown in Fig.8 a and b . If the secondary slip vector is coplanar with primary systems (Fig.6a) , i.e; it lies in the primary slip plane, then the slip in the secondary system does not change the position of the primary dipolar wall with respect to the crystal lattice. This means that the wall still remains in a low energy configuration. Another words, the secondary system does not destabilize the structure, and the yielding in the secondary system is stable (the latent hardening ratio of the order of 1.1 (17) ). If, however, the slip vector of the secondary system is non-coplanar (Fig.6b) , a homogeneous deformation in this system rotates the wall into a new orientation in the crystal lattice. The very recent calculations show (18) that the dipolar wall assumes a minimum energy in orientation about 1° from the slip plane and then the energy quickly rises with deviation from this position.. Hence, a homogeneous slip in a secondary, noncoplanar system leads to a significant The effects of the deformation in a secondary slip system on a dislocation wall built in the primary system: a) the secondary system is coplanar with prinary, b) secondary system is non-coplanar with the primary and the secondary deformation is homogenous, c) the secondary system is non-coplanar and deformation is localized.
increase of the configurational term of the energy of stored dislocations. A breaking down of the wall (Fig. 6c) provides, however, the solution in which the position of the wall with respect to the crystal lattice is not changed, in a sense that long segments of the wall remain in the position of minimum energy, although they are mutually displaced. This solution is equivalent to formation of bands of coarse, transsubstructural slip. Experiments show, that the ratio of the stress at the onset of instability (breaking of walls) to the the flow stress at the end of the primary deformation in then much higher than that for coplanar systems (17) . A clear and a convincing evidence in favor of the "energetic" argument gives the observation of micro-shear bands in the structure containing thin deformation twins (18). The secondary deformation, imposed upon the the samples of austenitic 18/8 steel during strain path change experiment (17) , causes shearing of the plates of twins (Fig.7) .
It is obvious, that rotation of the plate of twin by the homogeneous deformation would change the coherent matrix-twin interphase into a much higher energy configuration. The experiments show that such a solution is discriminated, while the analysis provides the motivation.
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FINAL REMARKS
The analysis show that a destabilization of a metal substructure appears the primary reason of strain localization in metals. It may be induced either through a local, thermally assisted softening mechanism or may be driven by the thermodynamic criterion of the minimum energy. The later applies to the case of localization induced by a strain path change. In any case the onset of localization is connected with highly localized slip (avalanche like) in a crystallographic slip system.
From the analysis one may also drawn the conclusion, that in a polycrystalline metals, where the change of the active slip system in particular grains must occur almost from the beginning of straining (because of the strain compatibility), the deformation in a micro scale (grain) is unstable (coarse slip mode). This may explain why, the global stress-strain curve of a polycrystalline aggregate never shows as high hardening rate as it is observed in single crystals (the second stage).
Formation of micro shear bands in polycrystals, which have similar morphological features as coarse slip, but else they are able to cross several grains (Figs.8,9) follows the same rules as formation of bands of coarse slip. They, may be also easily induced by the change of the strain path (18-20) and seems to form sooner during monotonic deformation at high temperatures (21) . Hence, the destabilization of the substructure, also 
